
Topic  -  Question / Query Response

General

Intelligent mobility has a role in how people access MAN - should be 

explored further.
We will review this internally and look to develop suitable applications. 

What is the opening date for airport relief road.

Enterprise Way, which will provide access from the east for T2, will open in November 2017. The 

A6MARR/SEMMMS work is scheduled for completion in March 2018. The work on the A538 

junction to the logistics hub is scheduled for completion in April 2018.

Where will the new car parks be replacing Jet Parks and T2 long stay.
There will be some extension to existing surface car parks and we are building additional multi 

storey spaces.  

Can you give an update on the new hotels.
The first two hotels at Airport City North (adjacent to the Voyager building) are due for completion 

early in 2019.

What is the start date for T2 work. Enabling works commenced in early 2017; major work is due to start in July 2017.

Have there been pax surveys as to why they drive - what are the 

barriers to public transport.

We are looking to develop a survey to engage with drivers. At the same time, we are reviewing 

the whole range of public transport options available and will publicise these.

Can you give an update on T3 road network.
There are no firm plans as yet. Minor works are currently underway to improve the forecourt and 

these will be completed in august 2017.

Why not allow luggage on escalators to reduce the queues for lifts.

The practice of taking large items of luggage on the escalators has resulted in accidents and 

significant injuries in the recent past. We strongly urge passengers to use the lifts when travelling 

with such items in the interests of their helath and safety, and that of other travellers.

Can you ensure that all moving walkways are operational.
All are remotely monitored 24hrs and responded to by on-site teams in the event of failure or mis-

use

Why can you not open all e-passport gates at busy times.
Border Force are responsible for manning and operating e-gates but we monitor use and have 

SLAs with BorderForce. 

How can the infrastructure gain 25 minutes on the 55 minute journey 

to/from Leeds.

These times are the objective for the Northern Powerhouse Rail strategy due to much improved 

infrastructure and rolling stock. 

Do you have a serious expectation that families won't get dropped off - 

this will never happen.

We recognise that families travelling with children and suitcases have particular transport needs. 

We would like to investigate the opportunity to provide suitable park & rides sites which would 

facilitate the use of a shuttle service to the airport terminals.



Rail

If 2 track railway is no good, why is HS2 proposed to be 2 track.
HS2 to answer; but it will be dedicated tarck for high speed trains as opposed to 'mixed traffic of 

different speeds  eg freight, commuter stopping trains, 

What is the latest list of Northern electrification projects. The Blackpool to Preston electrification is scheduled for completion in early 2018.

Is there an update on HS2.
At present there have been no changes announced to plans for Phase 2a. This may change, 

however, in the aftermath of the recent general election.

Early morning and late night trains are necessary. Agreed - we are working with the train operators & Netwrok rail  to see how this can be achieved;

Need more capacity + extra train each hour between MAN and 

Sheffield.

Agreed. We understand that additional services will come into operation on this route in 2018, 

plus more carriages on each service.

Need earlier and later trains to/from Cleethorpes.
Agreed. We understand that additional services are scheduled to come into operation in 2018, 

together with more carriages.

Is the "Western Link" still a viable link for MAN given the catchment 

area around Chester / N Wales.

We have safeguarded the route for such a link through the airport site (in tunnel)  but this link 

cant be justified solely on airport traffic; it will need to be part of a wider regional rail strategy. 

The Lake District is a major UK tourist attraction yet direct train 

services from MAN have been reduced - when will they be reinstated.

We understand that enhanced services between Windermere / Barrow in Furness and 

Manchester will come into effect in 2018.

How can we resolve the issue of limited train access from Cheshire.
We are working with train operators, transport bodies and local authorities to press for this and 

include in future franchises. 

Ref Kiss&Fly - do rail timetables take account of early morning flights, 

especially those operated by low cost carriers.

We are in discussions with the train companies regarding early and late trains. We do recognise 

that overnight is their only opportunity to carry out routine train maintenance and Network Rail to 

do track maintenance. 

Bus & Coach

Interested in how MAN are looking at joining up coach and strategic 

P&R.

This is an option we support and are keen to progress with operators and local authorities to 

ensure suitable sites with adequate road access could be developed

Would MAN consider a P&R for pax from N Wales - maybe a remote 

site with a shuttle bus link.
As above. We see this as a quicker win than rail improvements. 

Will there be new bus routes to the freight area (M56 junction 6).
We are currently in discussions with businessses on site, bus operators and  local authorities to 

identify how we can improve bus links between the station and the freight area.

Introduce direct coach services to serve parts of N Derbyshire 

(Matlock / Buxton / Glossop / Chesterfield).

We will analyse the passenger data for this area to identify peak times and postcodes. This can 

then be used to open discussions with local bus / coach operators.


